May 7, 2019
Organizational Sign On Letter Opposing the Department of Energy
Financially Backing the Appalachia Storage Hub
Dear Chairwoman Lowey and Subcommittee Chairwoman Kaptur,
The fossil fuel and petrochemical industries are targeting the Ohio River Valley region of Ohio, Pennsylvania, West
Virginia, and Kentucky for a massive fossil fuel and petrochemical infrastructure project that would lock in decades of
pollution, lead to more drilling, and cause regional environmental and public health problems.
The industry is interested in the region because the Marcellus and Utica shale formations that lie under these states
contain the natural gas liquid ethane, a fracking byproduct used to produce petrochemicals and plastic. This
industry-proposed regional buildout could include five or more large ethane crackers (that turn the natural gas liquid
ethane into a chemical used to make plastic) and a labyrinth of interconnected pipeline infrastructure and multiple
underground natural gas liquid storage facilities.
We, the undersigned community, health, environmental, and public interest groups, write you to express our opposition
to the proposed Appalachia Storage and Trading Hub (“Storage Hub”)– and to urge the Appropriations Committee to
deny the Appalachia Development Group (“ADG”) the $1.9 billion Title XVII loan guarantee that it seeks from the
Department of Energy to finance this proposed project because the Storage Hub:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Does not meet the criteria provided by the Energy Policy Act,
Would be a major health risk for the region, effectively creating another “Cancer Alley”,
Would also be a major financial risk due to the instability of the plastics and LNG markets, and
Would contribute large volumes of carbon emissions at a time when the country should be decreasing emissions
in the face of global climate change.
5. Lastly, this region is in need of an investment in clean, diverse, and forward-looking economic development with
good jobs, instead of being taken advantage by investors looking to make profit over the welfare of American
citizens.
The Storage Hub and its associated infrastructure will pose serious public health and environmental risks to the region
and the federal government should not facilitate this potential damage with a federal loan guarantee. It would be
irresponsible to use taxpayer dollars to support building out more fossil fuel-related infrastructure at a time we should
be investing in renewable energy infrastructure.
Food & Water Watch and others have filed Freedom of Information Act requests with the U.S. Department of Energy for
materials surrounding this project’s loan guarantee application; however, based upon the information currently
available it appears that the use of Department of Energy loan guarantees for this Storage Hub project does not meet
the required criteria as outlined in Section 1703 of Title XVII of the Energy Policy Act, 42 U.S.C. § 16513. That is because
Title XVII loan guarantees are designed to fund energy projects that “avoid, reduce or sequester air pollutants or
anthropogenic [human-caused] emissions of greenhouse gases”.
The DOE’s Title XVII Loan Guarantee Program is meant to foster innovative clean energy technology that will reduce air
pollution and greenhouse gas emissions. However, this Storage Hub project is neither innovative, nor is it clean. It will do

little more than prop up the Appalachian natural gas industry whose dangerous methane emissions pose an even
greater threat to climate change than coal and serve as a precursor to ground-level ozone. A better use of this loan
guarantee would be for regional manufacturing jobs in renewable energy that give workers a family-supporting wage.
The public awareness about the damage of single-use plastic to wildlife is high, and efforts to reduce plastic use are
advancing all over the world. Many of the largest markets in the world are banning single use plastics, driving down
demand. Additionally, the Ponzi scheme of the fracking industry is destabilizing, which makes a loan guarantee a high
risk financial decision. Fracking has not been profitable without historically low interest rates on loans, continual cash
input from Wall Street, and an unceasing expansion of drilling. Many industry experts believe that industry speculation
of shale reserves has been grossly overestimated and that the shale bubble is liable to burst with minor market
fluctuations. It would be a travesty for taxpayers to take on the financial burden of a likely default.
The Storage Hub would ultimately supply natural gas liquids to a region full of polluting petrochemical facilities and
plastics plants that would rival the Gulf Coast, making it the next “Cancer Alley.” These plants emit large amounts of
hazardous air and climate pollutants and studies have found that long-term exposure to these pollutants is associated
with increased cancer risks, nausea, eye and throat irritation and respiratory problems, especially among children. The
Storage Hub is also likely to be sited along the Ohio River, the drinking water source for over 5 million people. Any
environmental damage will endanger this vital water source.
The U.S. is already seeing the impacts of climate change, from the recent floods in the plains to the constant wildfires in
the west, and the increasing intensity of hurricanes along the coasts. It is imperative that we decrease our carbon
emissions and move off of a fossil fuel driven economy, and the Storage Hub is one massive step in the wrong direction.
The infrastructure built in Appalachia would lock in decades of not only air and water pollution that is directly hazardous
to human health, but would also unleash a colossal amount of greenhouse gases, which will impact not only
Appalachians, but people all over the globe.
Appalachia is an area that has long suffered from extractive industries like coal mining and fracking, has borne the brunt
of the opioid crisis, and continues to be an area of economic divestment. But it is also an area of great natural beauty,
culture, and resilience. The federal government should be playing an active role in supporting economic development in
Appalachia. Rather than subsidies for fossil fuel infrastructure, the region needs multi-sector economic development
that improves the health of the region and provides good-paying union jobs in green energy, sustainable agriculture,
healthcare and more as our nation moves towards clean energy.
We envision a different future than that of the Appalachia Storage and Trading Hub; one of true economic development
that supports health and environment. The Storage Hub and its interconnected infrastructure and associated drilling and
fracking would be a huge source of pollution for the communities in the Appalachian basin, and would compound
environmental and public health challenges that residents of the Ohio River Valley already suffer due to a century of
industrial pollution.
We ask that you, as members of the Appropriations Committee, include a provision in the Fiscal Year 2020
appropriations that explicitly prohibits the Department of Energy from providing any funding to further process ADG’s
application or grant loan guarantees related to the Storage Hub project.
Sincerely,
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